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I break your law for the salvation of the American people,
and yes, for all those who suffer at our hands. So punish
me as you must, and this day will soon be done.

Above quotation by Marlana “Marly” Solebello / p. 25
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Prejudice on the West Pediment / H. E. Riddleton
The girl in the front of every temple coaxes
her crude arm up. Stiff like Demeter’s
stock. Stiff. She will soon snap.
She taps the onyx curtain, reveals her neglected
circle. She is honest, at least. Her pearls are a bit
copper though. Oh, she stands! She sifts
to limp variety, dead variety. First is thirst. First,
the tongue goes—all buttered and balled—
into the corner (All corners contain
secrets.) Then, this quasi-nymph, without
caricature, hints in borrowed bend to
sniff it, nudged between the meeting
of two ends. The means are elsewhere,
useless really. She stares with the ugly
eye of the three sisters, a fight over sight.
Loki is behind her. She does not know. He unreels her,
guessing her spout. She cradles her thumb like fish paste
and then passes it to Anubis, uniform like every
dog. She shepherds. She closes. She poses.
His nihil nose droops to her mouth, rows her
like a victim. Then she widdles like
a riddle. Up, up, up—
like a chandelier. Perhaps,
she too is
Icarus drowning.
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Hair / Leslie Dianne
This wild
woman grey hair
shouting
at the sky
a universe of tangles
arranged around her head
peaks and valleys
years of living, loving
and losing balanced
on her scalp
each crooked strand
traveling a different direction
knotted and twisted
around each other
for protection
they tell the story
of her life
if she stops you
and asks for a quarter
give her a dollar
and listen to the
hollering and the wailing
there are lessons and secrets
in the knots and naps
that no brush or pick can untangle
there is truth
and mad magic
in the wild forest
of her uncombed hair
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Medusa / Ellen J. Perry

Perseus told of his long journeys, of dangers that were not imaginary ones, what seas and lands he had seen below
from his high flight, and what stars he had brushed against with beating wings. He still finished speaking before they
wished. Next one of the many princes asked why Medusa, alone among her sisters, had snakes twining in her hair.
The guest replied, ‘Since what you ask is worth the telling, hear the answer to your question. She was once most
beautiful, and the jealous aspiration of many suitors. Of all her beauties none was more admired than her hair: I
came across a man who recalled having seen her. They say that Neptune, lord of the seas, violated her in the temple
of Minerva. Jupiter’s daughter turned away, and hid her chaste eyes behind her aegis. So that it might not go
unpunished, she changed the Gorgon’s hair to foul snakes. And now, to terrify her enemies, numbing them with fear,
the goddess wears the snakes, that she created, as a breastplate.’
--from Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 8th century (trans. A.S. Kline, 2000)

My name is Medusa, guardian and protector. I was once most beautiful. Now I am a fearsome, dead thing, snaky and wild, for all of
eternity. As punishment for me being raped in her sacred temple, the goddess Minerva turned my golden locks to serpents. I lived like
this, tortured and hideous, until a man asked for my head; Perseus began his quest, found me asleep, and murdered me. It was as
simple as that. I gazed out lifeless at any number of enemies, turning them to stone on command. Finally, in order to protect herself,
Minerva placed my head on her shield, the first but not the last woman to betray me.
Women betray me still when they turn from my face, the face of endless trauma and violence. The ugliness hurts their pretty eyes.
Modesty prevents them from looking at me without wincing, or fainting, or screaming. These women are too delicate and pure of
heart to face the brutality of a predator-god who stalked me when I was a girl, innocently worshiping a goddess in her temple. I
became a monster not after Minerva cursed me with serpents but during Neptune’s attack. I became monstrous because I was
mortal, after all. Had I been divine, I could have become Pegasus myself rather than birthing him from my bleeding neck. But it’s
always the men who fly off with ease and who tell the tale later around a blazing fire; they tell my story for me, and the women turn
away.
Look at me: my name is Medusa. I was once most beautiful. And now I am the Gorgon who turns your heart to stone. □
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Bitch / Sarah Hyde Kaspar
Hey, I'm talking to you, bitch. You not-paying-attention-to-me bitch. You acting-like-I'm-not-your-priority bitch. You pretending-youdon't-like-my-stares bitch. You I-got-dressed-up-but-now-I-don't-want-the-attention bitch. You acting-like-you're-better-than-me
bitch. You ride the el wearing that for what – work? And you expect me not to say something? Then why are you dressed like that,
bitch? Are you a cock tease or something? Shit, you are fucking lucky you look that good, bitch, so many girls wanna look like you but
they can't. And you're gonna act like you don't want this? You're a stupid bitch. You're gonna look at me when I talk to you, bitch. I'm a
fucking attorney/wanna-be actor/chef/assistant to the mayor/musician/window washer/motherfucking man in charge of your ass if
you don't look at me, bitch. Yeah, that's right, you're looking at me. What's your name, pretty girl? What, you don't have a name? I got
a name for you, I got a name right here for you, bitch, right here, in your fucking face, in your fucking mouth. Oh, don't be like that –
damn, girl, hasn't anyone told you you were pretty before? Learn how to take a compliment, bitch. Fucking goddamn pretty girls
never know how to take a compliment. □
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Lifted Skirt of Antigone / H. E. Riddleton
All pearls and polish, polished pearls
To hide the unannounced ape inside.
Here is the flesh, the wires of my ancestors
Moled back by the parting in the pubes, in the rack.
Trim it and you will kill the mummified.
Wax it and you will bring the bees.
Love it as a tangle, a rat to get out,
To grow and grow in the glory of my well
Hedged defiance—contempt only of small things.
Thorns and pride and conspicuity
Uncoil the toil of my wedding sheath,
Worn too low and too high and too sideways
Over the ribbed ambiguity of my baby skin.
I am raw spoil, raw carriage—
Up to my necking in nature.
All skin and hair, skinned hair—
Long torn the petals down.
Pretty is petty with prep.
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The Man, the Women, the Moon and the Gun / Dotty LeMieux
1.
So many times this has happened to me. The same pair of eyes, rugged face, all the classic wrong moves. Is there nothing new under
the sun? So that this feeling is fated to return, the breaking on the same ground, etc?
The Man enters the valley as though searching for something. His clothes are torn and he wears a beard. He is a hunter looking for
game, his gun carried at this side. When he approaches the woman, she resists, snarls at him, does everything she can think of to
maintain her own sense of self. He waits, patient, delights the children with his trick shots. He yanks the woman by the hair . She
comes to him. She is his. It is true love. It is primal masochism. He of the piercing blue eyes.
2.
She spies him watching around the corner of the building. She is behind him trying to look busy. He is always telling her about his
women. The ones who tempt him. The ones he left her for.
Identity is a problem for me. I am this woman. I am that woman. I am the woman he leaves me for. I weave elaborate fantasies
involving other men and women and their lives are always so much more interesting than my own. He is watching a woman dancing
alone in one corner of the room, and turns to me saying, isn’t she something, though?
3.
Well, that was a nice story, a dream. Always the wrong man for me. But this, this is what actually happened. We were working
together and some misunderstanding arose. It was at a meeting and others were present. There were words, threats of violence. His
two hands on my arms, holding tight. The others remained in their seats, transfixed. When he moved away we were still held together
by the molecules of air between us.
Days later we stand outside my cabin door. His is an “aw shucks” attitude. My thoughts grow muddled in the thick air. We talk of fixing
the leak in the roof, but my mind wanders to the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. Look at the moon, he says, leading me away from the
cabin. Now
I think he will take me in his arms, but the others reappear, saying, come inside before the food gets cold.
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4.
It is Christmas. I have a husband who is not the Man and he takes me to a party at the home of a well-known artist. New feelings arise
in me. For instance I can’t get over how healthy all the plants are. I go around checking the bookshelves for dust. The Man is there
holding a glass of punch in his hand. His wife and child are with him. For months this thing has hung around between us. Everything is
the job with him. Once a week we share the cab of a truck driving to the City to buy for the store. He loves to hear the sound of the
cash register ringing. He says it is like sleigh bells. Can I give you a Christmas kiss? I ask the Man whose grin goes through me like a
face through a windshield.
If only I could rid myself of the envy of other people’s situations.
5.
The man appears to me as though in a dream. If only you knew how fond I am of you, he says. I was sitting there thinking how fond of
you I am, when WHAM, we were at each other’s throats again. It is like a lover’s quarrel, except we are not lovers. He says he is sorry.
We have the bar all to ourselves, except for the drunken hardware store proprietor, who passes through on his way to the dining
room, yelling, get a job! to the Man.
Outside the moon is rising like the face of Ford Maddox Ford over the lagoon.
6.
How can this be? So many men rolled into one. Or is it vice versa? Always there has been this confusion in me. So often a new
certainty. This is IT, the man for me or my heart would break. This man has the power to cloud women’s minds. I want to be swept off
my feet, I say to my husband. HE can do it, he answers, for about twenty minutes.
7.
Once in the days before I met my husband, the Man kissed me outside the cabin door. There was nothing then, not even the job,
between us. For three nights we met over drinks in the bar and on the fourth night he drove me home. When we got to the door he
leaned his face over mine for just an instant and was gone. A week later he ran off to the southwest with a tall blonde woman, the
wife of an architect.
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Now his new lover and I get drunk together after work. We pour each other tall glasses of cheap white wine. I am certain she knows
everything as my husband knows everything. I have this need to confess, so I remain silent. The next day I am sick as a dog and,
naturally, it is all his fault.
8.
In the valley where the woman lives, tomato plants ripen throughout the long summer. She practices every evening the words she will
say when the Man returns. Words that will prove she is the liberated woman she has been telling everyone for years that she is. She
has got a gun and goes out to shoot at the moon. She does this night after night, and when, one night, the moon fails to rise, she
convinces herself it is all of her doing. □
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Penetration / Catherine Lee
for Mary Lou Williams
I suppose, like “jazz,” that “P” word
must make you think of that
certain carnal magic
coming to the point
but what I mean has more to do
with music, counterpoint
such as was conceived
in “Nightlife”
by “The (19-year-old)
Lady Who Swings the ...”
introduce you to,
Mary Lou
how her blues-y but insistent
chords will altogether bypass
boning other than the pair
of hammer-anvil-stirrup chambers
deep within your ears

penetrate your brain
to carry to your heart
when action beyond hearing
is inspired
use your fingers
use that body
make our neighborhood
our playing field
a heaven place
She did.
Hear her soul’s
seductive invitation
pianistic mistress whose
left hand sounds
percussive
intonation yields to innovation
intimation implies invocation
implication points to penetration
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These Notes Reach Me Back / Catherine Lee
Thanksgiving for Jazz Women
Revised from a publication in Sojourner 5(5), January 1980.
Women’s jazz fans like myself have had a lot to give thanks for this fall season.
Joanne Brackeen was one of the heads of state-of-the-art at Lulu White’s 5-day
“Piano Summit” in October 1979. With bassist Eddie Gomez, Brackeen romped
through many recent compositions and an occasional standard. Some of the material
Brackeen and Gomez played can be heard on Brackeen’s recordings, Prism on Choice
Records and Keyed In on Tappan Zee. In live performance, though, Brackeen added a
little something—for instance, a quote from a Chopin scherzo—to her by-no-means
ordinary melodies.
A few days later, November 3, Marian McPartland passed through, promoting
her latest recordings on Concord Jazz, From This Moment On and Portrait Of, as well
as a soon-to-be-released live recording.1 For several hours, McPartland and bassist
Steve LaSpina recreated the atmosphere of New York City’s Cafe Carlysle in Boston’s
Jordan Hall, playing something to satisfy every sort of jazz listener: Jerome Kern’s “I’m Old Fashioned” and Stephen Sondheim’s “Send
In The Clowns” for the cocktail crowd; “Giant Steps” for diehard Coltrane fans; Mary Lou Williams’ “What’s Your Story, Morning Glory”
and her own compositions, “A Delicate Balance,” “Lost One,” and “Ambiance” for the women’s jazz aficionadoes; even a Dixieland
arrangement of “Little Rock Getaway” for piano/bass. Marian encouraged us to hear our own imaginary horns on this normally brassheavy tune.
Vocalist Sheila Jordan appeared with pianist Steve Kuhn’s group at New England Life Hall on November 17. Jordan absorbed
the good vibrations directed her way from both musicians and audience, then re-amplified them into vocal improvisations from bebop
and beyond. Typical of the Jordan/Kuhn collaboration was the pianist’s original “Pearlie Swine,” whose ambiguous lyrical

1

At the Festival, 1980
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circumlocutions suggest some of the things women have to do for support. A couple of albums of live recordings from Sheila Jordan
will be released for those who missed this concert.2
Amina Claudine Myers was a full-fledged, dues-paying member of the influential Chicago-based Association for the
Advancement of Creative Musicians some years ago. On December 9, when trumpeter Lester Bowie brought a gang of four AACM
folks to the Modern Theatre, Myers came along for the date. Watching and listening to Amina was like seeing what Mary Lou Williams
must have been like in the 1930s, just before recording executives and the press discovered her. Myers, too, will be releasing albums
in the months to come.3
And let us not forget the well-publicized Mini-Festival of Women’s Jazz at Lulu White’s. The event generated an astonishing
amount of support in the jazz community—an hour a day for a week of women’s jazz on WBUR’s “New Morning”; four hours of the
same on “Early Morning” November 11, including M.L. Williams in the arranger’s spotlight; a live broadcast of Mary Watkins on
acoustic piano over WERS November 10. Mary Ann Topper produced the two concerts, and went to great lengths to see that many
approaches to women’s jazz were represented.
November 11 featured the more mainstream lineup. Berklee College of Music students Carol Chaiken (tenor sax) and Lee Ann
Ledgerwood (piano) shared the opening spot with local legends Terri Lyne Carrington (drums) and John Neves (bass). Carrington
dominated the earlier numbers until Chaiken and Ledgerwood warmed up, but then it was every woman for herself.
Patti Bown proved herself to be an exceptional, heavy pianist, handling the rhythmic duties as well as the melodic ones, on
gospel and blues-based tunes including a love lyric in Swahili. Veteran trombonist Melba Liston provided rising black feminist pianist
Mary Watkins with a mellow bebop environment in which to show off her supportive abilities as well as solo moments.
The accent was on women players on November 12. Mary Watkins performed the ensemble piece from Something Moving,
“Witches’ Revenge,” on acoustic piano, and reworked other melodies from the rich tradition of black music in her own womanly way.
Electrovocal maestra Urszula Dudziak dueted with her violinist husband Michal Urbaniak on tunes from their newest album, Future
Talk.
Alive! acted out their belief in women’s spiritual energy: samba processional and recessional “hymns,” invocations to Celtic
and Yoruban goddesses, and nods at contemporary role models like Betty Carter and Alberta Hunter filled their music. For me, the
best moments of the evening came during their set, when, during Ida Cox’s “Wild Women Don’t Get The Blues,” Laura Dryor sat in for

Playground, ECM Records, 1980; Sheila / Sheila Jordan & Arild Andersen, Steeplechase Records, 1985
Poems for Piano: The Piano Music of Marion Brown, Sweet Earth Records, 1979; Songs for Mother E and Salutes Bessie Smith on Leo
Records, 1980.
2
3
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an electrifying saxophone solo, pianist Janet Small pitched a musical smile at Patti Bown during her solo, and every woman in the
place joined voices for the choruses.
□
However, the November 12 concert may not be considered a total success for women’s jazz in this town. A few more blatant
members of the women-identified audience elected to indulge in such inexcusably irresponsible behaviors as shouting down the
occasional male on stage and walking out on checks left and right. This conduct reflected badly on all jazz feminists, while deterring
the man’s power structure not one bit.
Mary Ann Topper took a big risk when she banked on undiluted women’s music, and the gambit paid off handsomely for the
beneficiary of the gate receipts, radio station WERS-FM. We might expect to hear a lot more women’s jazz on the air there, except
that the disc jockey who was harassed by a roomful of harpies probably won’t be the one to play it. The waitresses and waiters—not
the management of the club—paid for stiffed checks from their already insufficient salaries.
Ticket prices will have to be raised even more, to cover the guarantees that will be required, should a promoter try another
experiment with women’s programming. And that’s a very big if; why should anyone want to appeal to us self-styled wild women,
when any number of male musicians will attract civilized crowds? Who suffers? Working women. Women musicians.
The kind of energy-sharing that happened at Lulu’s happens because jazz musicians and their listeners are inextricably linked.
When we’re attentive, they are sensitive to that and they play better for us. But an unruly audience can affect the artists with negative
intensity. How could Mary Watkins and the women of Alive! not feel badly about the way their fans behaved toward Urszula Dudziak,
and how could that not affect their music? Who suffers? Sensitive women. All of us.
What is the future for women’s jazz? It’s all-women quintets like Alive! on a women-owned Redwood record label and Terri
Lyne Carrington’s Mosaic Project taking “Best Jazz Vocal Album” in 2011 at the 54th GRAMMY Awards. It’s women soloists. It’s allwomen big bands everywhere enough musicians can be found. It’s Mary Watkins, Linda Tillery and Band playing at the biggest of the
Women’s Jazz Festivals, Kansas City, in March 1980, on the same bill with the Carla Bley Band full of guys. It’s women who are free to
play with men if they want and without men if they want. It’s feminist music everywhere there’s jazz. I’m thankful for every jazz
woman we’ve got. I hope we listeners become wise enough to support all of them. □
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These Notes Reach Me Back / Catherine Lee
Afterword: It’s now “the future” for women’s jazz: 2018. We’ve made quite a bit of progress. Checking up on a notable selection of
the many jazz sisters I heard back then:
• Joanne Brackeen, now 80, has more than two dozen recordings as a leader, which include 100 of her 300 original compositions. She
appears on nearly a hundred additional recordings and received the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Jazz Master Award
(2018).
• Mary Lou Williams (1910-1981) was a piano prodigy who played professionally beginning as a teen during the Swing Era, through all
the evolving jazz styles, bebop to avant garde. Renowned for her strong left-handed, bluesy style, Williams composed more than 350
pieces including Mary Lou's Mass (originally called Music for Peace) commissioned by the Catholic Pope, and interpreted into dance
by the Alvin Ailey Dance Company. Duke University, where she taught until her death, established the Mary Lou Williams Center for
Black Culture (1983). Since 1996, The Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. has presented an annual Mary Lou Williams Women in Jazz
Festival.
• Melba Liston (1926-1999) was the first woman trombonist to work in the leading big bands of Dizzy Gillespie, Count Basie, Duke
Ellington, Quincy Jones, Gerald Wilson, and Clark Terry during the 1940s and 1960s. Liston became renowned as a writer and arranger
as well as performer. Liston stopped playing in 1985 after a stroke left her partially paralyzed, but continued to arrange music in a
collaboration with Randy Weston. This music was released on Weston’s “Spirits of Our Ancestors” (1992) and “Volcano Blues” (1993).
• Terri Lyne Carrington, three-time GRAMMY Award-winning drummer, producer and educator, has celebrated 40 years in music. In
the late 1980s Carrington relocated to Los Angeles, where she appeared as late-night TV drummer for Arsenio Hall’s and Quincy Jones’
VIBE TV shows. To date, Carrington has released eight albums, including The Mosaic Project: LOVE and SOUL, which features superb
female instrumentalists and vocalists including Natalie Cole, Chaka Khan, Nancy Wilson, Ledisi, Lalah Hathaway, Lizz Wright, Ingrid
Jensen, Meshell Ndegoecello, Linda Oh, Patrice Rushen, and Regina Carter.
• British-born Marian McPartland (1918-2013) passed into spirit at age 95 following a rich career that included hosting weekly
National Public Radio syndicated Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz from 1978 to 2011. Her most notable awards include the NEA’s Jazz
Master (2000); GRAMMY Lifetime Achievement (2004); The Peabody Award for Excellence in Broadcasting (1984); and Officer of the
Order of the British Empire (2010). At age 89, McPartland composed and performed A Portrait of Rachel Carson, a symphony marking
the centennial of the environmental pioneer. McPartland promoted sister jazz women beginning in 1977; many, too numerous to
mention here, appeared on her now archived radio show.
Marian would be the first to encourage you to give a listen by clicking here. □
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Our Lady of the Underground / Leslie Dianne
There are saints
in the underground
tunnels and rails
one appeared
at 125th street
and blessed us
with song
she swayed
her eyes closed
her vocal memories billowing
like full sails
filling the station
she was a queen
in a far away time
and we were
her subjects
loyal and determined
to keep her in power
this evening
we continue
our allegiance
as we stop
and take in
her song
the stairs
stronger
we carry her
melody
home
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Papercraft / Martina Reisz Newberry
We lose ourselves again and
again examining the
past’s haunting. Our thoughts boil,
take constant inventory.
Pencils worn to mere nubs, scraps
Paper gleaned from rubbish piles
and trash cans, we make our lists:
glories/damnations
successes/regrets
kindnesses/cruelties,
lovers/sadists.
We write the dates as best we
can recall them:
‘59 high school on a bench on my lunch hour everyone is mad at me I don’t know why
‘62 away at college with a boyfriend pleased with myself for landing a man
‘63 a big wedding with all the beautiful trimmings Mother gone mad again
‘66 beautiful child
‘70 beautiful child
‘75 in the bathroom using stage makeup from the Drama Dept at my work to cover
bruises near
my chin and on my neck
‘82 an affair which I hoped would break up my marriage, but didn’t.
And and and and and and…
The apartments owned by our
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souls have too many tenants
and we try too long and so
hard to care for them. The years
don’t age us, remembering
does. In the end, it’s taxing;
not futile, you understand,
still, a fantasy, cinders.

Dispatches / Martina Reisz Newberry
Why is it that
dashed, discouraged-looking
houses and apartments catch
my attention and try all kinds
of magic to keep me at their
ramshackle porches and
boarded windows? You can say,
ghosts but those places are
themselves messages, portents.
Wherever/whomever it is
they come from, I am filled
with their dispatches,
the darkness behind the boards,
the stark, silver light still flickering
from dead television screens.
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Type I Wedding / Karenanna Boyle Creps
I want to enjoy all weddings
and often do. Especially when I'm someone's
Mysterious, anonymous date. Mostly happens
when the family doesn't want to know he's gay
They'll say, Well, how long have you two known
each other? We flash winning grins, a look: Since high school!
Oh, well, isn't that nice!
And they move on, relieved he's finally found a woman and quietly
wondering if there's a chance there's a redhead on his mother's side.

Type II Wedding / Karenanna Boyle Creps
My family has weddings, too
The brides and grooms are all younger than me, now
After Uptown Funking with a few of my cousins, I hear
there's cake! Must make a pilgrimage to an empty table
(more cake for me)
I slide into pillowy mountains of buttercream
the kind of crumb that paves the Stairway to Heaven
My aunt ambles over with that heart-to-heart look
I offer one of the many plates of cake
my face full of frosting and melting enthusiasm
I know what's coming
She demurely refuses cake, so I shrug
and keep snarfing. She changed my diapers, so decorum seems like overkill
The niceties last as long as it takes to tell her grad school is going well
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Now, down to business (since your mother won't tell you this)
Here we go:
You're SO brave to chase those dreams, alone. But really, now
I've begun to worry.
(pregnant pause)
(get it?)
When will you settle down and be like the rest of us?
Time flies away! They call expectant mothers your age geriatric
Apparently, my dearly neglected ovaries are rapidly desiccating
into raisins ...or something.
(does she even know my cousin is in therapy?)
The Macarena reminds me of Noah Levinson's Bar Mitzvah
(I wonder if my aunt even knows what a Bar Mitzvah is)
I am too much and not
enough
Let them be the man
Be small and don't hide
Show your legs a little
Tell them they're right
It's desperate times:
you're a
childless 30-something
who really needs to find
a man.
I could say:
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I've been working towards a career I love for over 25 years
Why is my ambition your problem?
I could say:
I'm fluent in two languages. How many do you speak?
I could say, oh I could say:
Whitman says
"I contain multitudes"
So, there.
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Luteus: A Satire (Excerpt) / Marlana “Marly” Solebello
Previously published in Mobius: Journal of Social Change 29(1), Spring 2018
Characters:
PRIEST
PAX, a peaceful protester
LUTEUS, President of the United States
SOD, the Secretary of Defense for the United States
UNA, head sage in a council to promote peace
MANIA, the First Lady of the United States
CHORUS, Advisors to the President
SECRET SERVICE
Scene: Catholic Church in Washington D.C.

Enter PRIEST from side of stage,
immediately followed by PAX. She falls to
her knees at center state, before the priest.
PAX:
Bless me, Father, for I have sinned. It has been nearly two weeks since my last confession.
PRIEST:
What is it, my child?
PAX:
I have had impure thoughts, Father. I don’t know if you’ve heard, but the President has suspended Habeas Corpus.
PRIEST:
Yes, child. I have been praying ever since.
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PAX:
Then you understand it is but a pretense, and is no more due to the conflict in the Middle East than his complexion is to the
sun. Furthermore, he has issued an ordinance prohibiting protests in any fashion; worse still, they will be considered acts of
treason.
PRIEST:
And you feel this is not right?
PAX:
Father! We bear witness to a foreign policy, not of peace and reconciliation, but of intimidation. America is becoming not the
greatest country, but the greatest bully. Greatness comes with compassion, not strength. As a pious woman instilled with the
great values of our country, I care not for politics, but for the immortal souls of our fellow countrymen. I am only a conduit for
the strict adherence to Heaven’s laws. Such politics violates our holiest Commandment: Thou Shalt Not Kill.
PRIEST:
Pray, go on.
PAX:
The President’s merciless pursuance of this war is shadowed in pride, power and prejudice. His causes are not just or holy. He
has made money his idol, thereby seeking to fatten up the herd by abusing his position of power. God says, “You shall not
make for yourself any idol, nor bow down to it or worship it.” It is his attempt to subjugate God’s law that has spawned this
oppression. It is against the American people and the Lord in Heaven whom the President has made his imperious ordinance.
O Father, was there ever a woman more plagued than me by the moral and pious decline of this great country?
PRIEST:
Come now, child. Times are hard, I admit, but the Lord will see us though.
PAX:
Father, I must do something. Something must be done to save the souls of our countrymen, as well as the innocent civilians
who will be slaughtered like livestock. The President has his Iron Fist ready to drive into that nuclear trigger. I fear not only war,
but world devastation, and the deprivation of our souls.
PRIEST:
I beseech you, my child! You cannot go against the ordinance. Let us pray for the souls of all those who will leave this world, so
that their souls may be sent rightfully to Heaven.
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PAX:
Who will act if I don’t? This country is in a frenzy, and as divided as the Mason-Dixon Line. Preying on people’s hate and fear
isn’t brilliant or courageous; it’s despicable, and it makes this country despicable. I must be the one to show the people the
way to salvation. Will you pray for me, Father?
PRIEST:
I cannot sanction such defiance of the law.
PAX:
And what of God’s law?
PRIEST:
That I leave to God.
PAX:
My fellow men need me. Where God is, we will soon see.
PRIEST:
I will pray for you, my child. That is the very least I can do.
PAX:
Save your prayers, Father, for those who are in need.
PAX leaves stage by side exit.
PRIEST leaves the opposite way.
Enter CHORUS of advisors.
CHORUS:
To America, let us toast—
With freedom unyielding, and influence to boast;
Our hands stretch further than the eye can see—
Exemplified by world democracy.
Land of the free. Home of the brave.
With our heads held high from cradle to grave.
United we stand, divided we fall;
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All heil, a confederate union to rule them all.
This new Reich has erupted a World War III
(A war fueled by fear, pomp, power, and greed),
Where religious freedom is given to the worship of Christ,
Weaponized against other creeds, homos, and dykes—
Our brothers are slandered, “abominable, devils, and sinners,”
Because the white man on top is always the winner.
Hark! El Presidente has come, assume the pose;
Throw your right hand up, parallel to your nose.
Long live the man who rules with his fist;
Let’s pray we won’t be the next on his list.
Enter LUTEUS from the central door of the Oval Office.
LUTEUS:
My advisors: the Lord has tested us amidst a crisis in which we were thought susceptible to our enemies; but America does not
exist of glass houses; strike us and we do not collapse. The greatness of America lies not in treatises or reconciliations; our
greatness lies in our strength and virility; strike us and we only grow stronger. In these troubled times, our enemies have
surfaced and threaten our freedom. But America is great; America is strong; and it will annihilate its enemy by all means
necessary.
But our foes are cunning and threaten our lands from within our own borders. As a lover of freedom, I say above all, our
country needs to be free; that is why I declare that anyone who disagrees with me is not a lover of freedom, and, therefore, is
not a friend to our country—for America is to be free. Thus, have I sacrificed a lesser freedom for the greater good. I have
issued an ordinance concerning my fellow Americans as follows:
While our country is at war, there shall be no protesting of any kind. Anyone who defies me defies the American people, and will
be considered an enemy of the state, and thus a traitor to America. All traitors are hereby sentenced to life imprisonment
without parole. This is my decree. May all abide by it.
CHORUS:
(Snoring).
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LUTEUS:
Ahem!
CHORUS:
Wha…oh, indeed! You have a way with words, Mr. President. Who would be inclined to betray our country, and our country’s
laws, and the countless words that make up those laws which you have interpreted for us in over 140 characters.
LUTEUS:
(Has pulled out a cell phone and appears to be typing). Yes, yes, just a minute, I’ve just had a thought.
CHORUS:
Singular…not plural.
SOD enters from center door.
SOD:
Mr. President, we have a situation…you’re not tweeting, are you, sir?
LUTEUS:
(Hides cell phone behind his back). No, of course not…merely replying to some very nice guys….Go on.
SOD:
I hate to bother you, sir, especially during a time like this.
LUTEUS:
What is the news? In God’s name, what is it? Out with it, man!
SOD:
But I’m a woman, sir.
LUTEUS:
Oh! Is that so? Did I hire you as such, or are you one of those transients?
SOD:
No sir, I was born this way.
LUTEUS:
Yes, I have heard a lady sing this was so.
SOD:
You hired me yourself.
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CHORUS:
Poor sod!
LUTEUS:
Of course I did. Let it be known publicly that I value women just as much as men. Now, off to the kitchen, SOD. All this talking
has made me ravenous.
SOD:
But, sir?
LUTEUS:
Yes, of course. What is this gossip you heard?
SOD:
It has just been reported that the words, “MAKE OUR
WORLD GREAT AGAIN,” have been spray-painted on the
exterior wall of the White House.
LUTEUS:
What man dares defy me?
SOD:
Sir, no one saw it happen. It’s quite peculiar. I watched the
security tapes myself. There was no one on that side of the
building. I thought it might have been an inside job, sir, but
every single woman, African American, Jew, and Muslim is
accounted for. Even the gays, sir. The guards on duty
reported a mighty gust of wind that created a miniature
dust storm, or so it seemed. One guard had so much sand
in his eyes, he thought for sure he’d go blind, and the other
said his contacts were taken from his eyes, as if the wind
itself had fingers.
CHORUS:
We fear God has had a hand in this affair.
LUTEUS:
Blasphemy! Good Christians should know better than attributing stupidity and luck to an act of Grace. Are we superstitious or
righteous men? I want you to seek out this devil and bring him before me.
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SOD:
Mr. President! Sir, yes, sir!
SOD leaves stage by side exit.
LUTEUS exits from center door.
CHORUS:
(Intensely, seeing a prisoner brought forth from offstage).
O Lord, pray, can this be?
Or do our eyes deceive?
‘Tis none other than PAX
Who’s committed this act.
O, you daughter of Eve!
Were you but born to grieve?
Enter the SECRET SERVICE with PAX.
SECRET SERVICE:
We have apprehended the perpetrator. Send for the President.
LUTEUS jumps onstage from sitting with the audience.
LUTEUS:
What is this?
SECRET SERVICE:
She is the one, Mr. President…sir. The one who defied your decree.
LUTEUS:
How can this be? She is only a woman. Where did you find her?
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SECRET SERVICE:
Mr. President, we had the graffiti removed immediately, and then took watch to wait for the return of the criminal. We didn’t
wait long before we heard whispers, as if carried by the wind—more poetic and beautiful than ever uttered by man. We made
out what seemed to be a prayer, but from whose lips we could not tell. It may sound crazy, but it seemed as if God was
speaking. We then heard sobs below, and when we looked down, witnessed this girl again committing the proposed crime.
We had men hiding out of sight, and they apprehended her.
LUTEUS:
Do you know if she committed the first act?
SECRET SERVICE:
Yes, sir. She confessed freely when we seized
her. She did not struggle…almost as if she
wanted to be caught. Oh, and one more thing…
LUTEUS:
Out with it!
SECRET SERVICE:
Sir, she was wearing one of these “pussy
hats.” (Hands LUTEUS a pink hat).
LUTEUS:
(Grabs the “pussy hat” aggressively). Well that
explains it! (Throws hat on the ground and
stomps on it with his foot).
PAX:
I would think you’d be a fan of the
craftsmanship, seeing as though the udders are
easy to grab with both hands.
LUTEUS:
Such impotence in a child so young.
SECRET SERVICE:
Insolence, sir?
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LUTEUS:
Yes, yes, what else! Now, what does this Libtard call herself?
PAX:
My name is PAX.
LUTEUS:
And were you aware of my decree?
PAX:
I was.
LUTEUS:
And did you understand it?
PAX:
Of course.
LUTEUS:
And you still chose to defy me?
PAX:
I cannot comply with such law that defies the sacred ones of Heaven. A mortal man has no sway with God. It is foolish to think
yourself able to dictate the will of the Almighty. You are not above God’s laws, and neither can you pervert them. Such laws
will not seal the fate of our souls. You would have us pollute our spirits with our hands soaked with the blood of our brothers!
You have broken God’s law for the deceit you call the greater good. Well, I break your law for the salvation of the American
people, and yes, for all those who suffer at our hands. So punish me as you must, and this day will soon be done.
LUTEUS:
God’s law! (Spits on the ground). I am the most powerful man in the world. I am the law. If it were up to your kind, we would
be overrun by Skittles.
PAX:
Your administration could afford to “taste the rainbow.” Instead your preference is for white Easter bunnies. Isn’t that calling
the coffee pot black?
CHORUS:
Don’t you mean kettle?
PAX:
Excuse me, but I’m the protagonist. □
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The Virgin Swap / H. E. Riddleton
To Him

into a glove. The nude flab
jabbing the cornucopia
suspends

The love jet never ends.
It bends the confession
box, locks in the priest, red—
necked and lynched of air—gasping
the Universe which leaps then
cracks until gods draw into him,
phallic art on his entrails,
crucified by wedding bells.
The mutilation curates
No sleep.
Every girl’s somnolence
builds a museum.
It is the only innate
Science, black
and backwashed like slipped poison.
The love jet ends, but once—
It sins, it propels
backwards for
the braggers, the grabbers, the ones
which stretch the breast

from pistol fingers. The ghost
of the priest lingers
like a lost prayer.
The girls yelp out all
at once,
peeled entrances before the pale
sitcom. The air
pushes
until even
I am taken
Aback, nudged under,
under,
under
the sodomy heap,
the pond water breath.
Who is above me?
The beard kisses.
Dark lords penetrate.
All assault ejects
from the arrows.
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Blood Oranges / Martina Reisz Newberry
If I had begged you to keep loving me
would it have made a difference? Always
the lady, always patient, always kind...
What if I had cried, torn my hair, fallen
to my knees? What then? Seamless your congé–
friendly, polite, grateful your good-by gaze.
Will you trust me to be truthful? Did you
dare to know how happy I was with you?
My own, lovely, nuts-and-bolts mainstay…
Blood oranges lay on your lawn through June, then,
one morning, they were gone. I didn’t see
that as an omen, though I’d know it soon.
What prevailed you to conquer me only
to hazzard me back to my world of brute
force and bruises? When I gave back your key
You smiled the smile I’d made love to–how sad!
Too ordinary to fight for, not meant
to be prosperous or vital or cute,
I left, stupid with loss, foolish and blind.
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Fish Eyes / Melodie Corrigall
To Alice’s chagrin, fish eyes were the look for the upcoming year. And not just any fish eyes, mackerel eyes. Once again she would be
out of step.
The desperate young girl leaned into the mirror hoping to get a more encouraging view but, even in subdued light, no wishful thinking
could transform her large brown eyes into fish eyes.
She had searched the web for cosmetics or non-invasive surgery that would help. But even if she had the funds, Alice had been
advised that neither would work. As the makeup artist on T.V. had put it, what was needed for fish eyes were round eyes dominated
by large pupils (these could be created with drops but only lasted a few hours), both eyes situated close to the middle of the face, and
no whites showing. It helped if your nose was flat.
“You’re not having surgery for fish eyes,” her aunt, the arbitrator of all things monetary, had said, “Next year it will be some other
trend, then what will you do?”
Unfortunately, a few years earlier when cow eyes were in vogue, Alice had been too young to take advantage of the trend. Even so,
her teacher had scolded Alice’s aunt for allowing Alice to appear mature for her age. When her aunt had protested that Alice had
been born with those large limpid eyes the teacher had rolled her own cow eyes in disbelief.
Alice wondered if there was a country where fish eyes weren’t popular. But she didn’t know enough about geography to imagine
where that would be. She assumed that now that everyone knew what was going on in every corner of the world, no country would
ignore the trend.
And this year it was especially important that she look her best. She had her cow eyes on a handsome prospect—Jim Jack—who was
unimpressed with her knowledge of physics. He was a self-proclaimed artist who insisted all science was suspect. “Beauty is my
focus,” he had said, “I focus on what is tomorrow.” So although he didn’t say it, Alice knew he was a fish-eyes man.
“He sounds repellant,” Alice’s aunt had said. “I never trust artists. Look what they did with the canal. With all that plasti c hanging over
it and the purple water pumped in. It’s no wonder there aren’t any fish there.”
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“Well Jim Jack didn’t do that,” Alice had insisted, but the mention of the canal got her thinking. What had happened to all those fish?
Of course their bodies had rotted but maybe their beady fish eyes hadn’t disintegrated. If she could get hold of some fish eyes, she
could dip them in plastic and stick them beside her own eyes, squeezed together to cover the rim of her nose.
Now that was a plan. For the first night in weeks, Alice went to sleep with sweet dreams. Wouldn’t Jim Jack be surprised when she
turned up at school, fish eyes gleaming?
The next morning, she announced to her aunt that she needed a net and some wading boots.
“Does this have something to do with fish eyes?” her aunt asked. “If so I suggest you just feel proud to have aced your physics exam
and wait until someone comes along who appreciates that.”
“Tommy gave me a thumbs up when he heard I got the top
mark,” Alice admitted.
“So,” her aunt replied. “Maybe he’s a better bet.”
Alice gave her aunt an evil stare and huffed off to her room.
Humming along to the music on her earphones, she thought
about how hard she had studied for that exam and how
pumped she’d been with the result. But that didn’t fix her eyes.
Tommy’s hair stuck out like he’d been electrocuted but he was
good at zoology and they were friends. Maybe he could give
her tips on how to create fish eyes.
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Beach Town / Ellen J. Perry
“He will find it hard to shake her
from his memory,
and she’s so busy being free.”
-Joni Mitchell, “Cactus Tree” (1968)
It has been 13 years since we discovered this little beach town together, both of us walking wounded and desperate for something –
excitement, travel, second chances, a jolt out of the sinking depression that we tried to hide from the world and each other. I left
everything and everyone behind in singular pursuit of a life with you, though of course I let you think you were taking the lead. My
reasoning was that it wouldn’t work otherwise; you had to be in the driver’s seat, and I could play the game. This all happened before I
learned that in most cases being the leader is the more natural course of action for me, as the “shrinking violet” role can only be
maintained for so long. In any case, my strategy backfired. At the bitter end of our rocky journey, exhausted and disillusioned, shamed
and furious, I screamed at you: “I gave years of my life to this!” What I really meant was, “You wrote the rules for this game and I was
set up to lose from the beginning.” I never told you what I meant, but it didn’t matter; nothing I ever said or did made any lasting
impression. Shrugging off my pain like a worn-out, cumbersome wool coat, you were soon back out on the town and quickly paired
with a woman even younger than I was. It’s an old story but one worth telling, a new growth on a weathered honeysuckle vine. In this
beach town where I’ve come for a few days to rest from a full life that you wouldn’t recognize now, I walk on the pier where we
danced in the moonlight and allow myself to remember. In the early days a few friends cautioned me about our 23-year age
difference, but of course I refused to listen. I was determined to make it work. I would be proven worthy of your attention and,
ultimately, a flashy diamond ring. My witch’s spell was cast. I could be fun and smart, sexy and accommodating, gracious in
entertaining your friends and family. I bathed you in adoration, lauded all your achievements. You just simply wouldn’t be able to let
me go. In fact, right here at this same sunny, salty beach I heard you say, “You are the love of my life.” Funny thing is, I think you
meant those words. At least you meant them at the time, one of your favorite excuses for occasions when you needed to scuttle,
crab-like, out of inconvenient or expired commitments.
Speaking of crabs, I sat next to one this morning at breakfast. He was already at the counter when I arrived and because of the long
wait for a table I had no choice but to sidle up to the stool beside him. Probably in his early 50s, he had cornered a younger man and
was regaling him with stories about his company, some sort of big merger he’d initiated, his expertise with aircraft and flying, on and
on he went. After ordering an iced latte I glanced down at the wedding ring set I’d bought at Wal-Mart for ten dollars so that I could
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wear it while traveling alone. (Interesting how some men will gladly respect other men’s “property” but tend not to accept a polite or
firm “no” otherwise.) Just when I’d opened up the local newspaper to check out the day’s happenings, inevitable waves of misogyny
crashed over the countertop. “I’ve got a girlfriend now who’s 24,” the older man boasted. “Can’t do much better than that at my age.”
The younger man nodded and laughed as his new friend continued. “She wants to come down here and live with me. Suits me fine, I
just won’t buy her an iPhone. Last time I did that, the girl wouldn’t stop looking at it, got addicted to it. Before that my ex-wife got all
religious on us and said I had to sell my brewery. Hell, my buddy who’s a Marine says there’s no enemy more dangerous than a
woman, and I’ve got to agree with him.” Nibbling on scrambled eggs I listened silently, thinking about how my old self would have
been surprised to hear the man say he was a pretty regular churchgoer with a daughter who is 16.
Nodding, laughing, exchanging phone numbers, the men connected with each other
easily; they shifted from talk of women to aircraft equipment, using “she” and “her”
to indicate both humans and objects. Drifting in and out of the conversation I couldn’t
determine at times whether the man was talking about his eager-to-please young
girlfriend or a new jet engine. They were both beauties, apparently. “She’s a beauty,”
he said, “you get her purring and she’s like a damn rocket.” The younger man agreed,
“She’ll get the job done for you.” The men finally ambled off and a woman in her 50s,
alone, took the seat next to mine. We smiled knowingly, and I bet she was thinking the
same thing I was: thank Goddess for fake wedding ring sets and aging out of the
purring engine stage.
Still, I think of you tonight as the ocean’s waves rise and fall. I think of how far I’ve
come, how my ideas and beliefs have evolved such that I barely recognize the person I
was in those days, adorned with the sparkling diamond you bought me but hollow and
prickly as a cactus tree. I grieve for that young girl and smile when I think of the
individual I’ve become: one who marched for women in the nation’s capital; one who
travels alone to this same beach every late May, when honeysuckle blooms just in
time for us to have married on the sand at sunset. I sit here on this oceanfront
balcony and envision our might-have-been wedding playing out several feet below
me, and I know I want no part of it now. I’m too busy being free. Raising a glass to
strong women everywhere who, because of their power and money and freedom can
create their own full lives, I let you retreat, old love, like the tide.
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Artists’ Statements
Catherine Lee helped start a feminist newspaper called Sojourner in 1975. Her articles, poetry, and reviews appeared there and in other
herstorical periodicals: Equal Times, a biweekly Boston newspaper; Hot Wire and Paid My Dues, focused on women’s music; Eidos, Maenad, and
Woman of Power, irregular publications. She was a women’s jazz/poetry producer of 350+ events over 13 years. There Lee learned to pair words
as a percussive voice with jazz musicians. These days, from San Antonio TX and Asheville NC, Lee writes, sits in “on poem” at jam sessions, reads at
open poetry events, and creates multimedia poetry pieces archived on Soundcloud and Vimeo.
Dotty LeMieux came of age during the “second wave” of feminism in the 1960s and was part of one of the first consciousness raising groups in
Boston. She started and edited her own feminist newspaper, Hysteria, in the 1970s. Feminism has always informed her life, her work, and her
writing. Dotty lives in Northern California with her husband and two dogs, where she works helping women run for political office. Her poems
have appeared in numerous poetry journals and she has published three chapbooks. Among her mentors are poets Joanne Kyger, Edith Jenkins
and Thomas Centolella.
A teacher of literature and humanities, Ellen J. Perry’s academic interests include British studies, women’s history, and Southern culture. Her
original fiction appears in several journals and anthologies including Minerva Rising, Steel Toe Review, The MacGuffin, Bacopa Literary Review, and
Momaya Short Story Review 2018. Ellen volunteers as the ERA-NC Alliance Action Team Leader for North Carolina’s Congressional District 11; she
enjoys working with her fellow activists on feminist causes and then writing about her observations. Ellen’s hope for American women is that the
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) will soon be ratified.
H. E. Riddleton is an autistic woman poet and her autism is just as inseparable from her identity as her poetry. Her autism—naturally, a place of
wonder and obsession—is also a source of confusion and vulnerability, which men, in their cruel desire to take advantage of her perpetual
innocence, have victimized her. Poetry—her most central fixation—has given her documentation to the feelings she could not consciously
understand. After her feminist awakening, her writing began to turn more to the woman, to the wonder of the woman: as muse, victim and
survivor and all the unshapely lands between.
Karenanna Boyle Creps is a feminist who loves to cook, wear dresses, and write poetry. Feminism informs her art and research with invigorating
new ways to think about the world. She is an advanced doctoral student in Michigan State University’s College of Education, studying the
curriculum and pedagogy of education abroad. Her poetry has been published in Qualitative Inquiry and will be published in the Fall 2018 issue of
Muddy River Poetry Review. She has degrees in theatre performance and the humanities from the University of Michigan, and a master’s degree
in theatre education from Emerson College.
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Marlana “Marly” Solebello has her master’s in English Education with a concentration in teaching writing. A self-professed tomboy, she grew up to
love collared shirts, comics, and cologne, embracing a so-called “masculine” gender expression that sparked fear, judgement, and ridicule. Writing
is who she is and is therefore gendered. However, through her writing she hopes to trouble the binary of the either/or through the representation
of strong, sometimes ambiguous female characters who aren’t the two-dimensional paper dolls that destructive stereotypes might have us
believe. She lives in Maine with her wife and two Australian cattle dogs.
Martina Reisz Newberry’s most recent books are Never Completely Awake (Deerbrook Editions) and Take the Long Way Home (Unsolicited Press).
She is also the author of Running Like a Woman with her Hair on Fire (Red Hen Press). Martina currently lives in Hollywood with her husband,
Brian. It occurred to her, early in her writing life, that being a woman meant her work would be weighed, for the most part, on male scales. She
vowed not to let that affect what her poems had to say. She vowed to write what she wanted in the voice that she wanted heard.
Melodie Corrigall is an eclectic Canadian writer whose work has appeared in Foliate Oak, Litro UK, Halfway Down the Stairs, Bethlehem Writers
Roundtable, Scarlet Leaf Review, Blue Lake Review, Subtle Fiction, Emerald Bolts and The Write Place at the Write Time. A feminist, Melodie
appreciates the support she has received from women involved in publishing. Find more from her at www.melodiecorrigall.com.
Sarah Hyde Kaspar is a writer, marketer and photographer. She received her certificate in creative writing from the University of Chicago. Her work
was supposed to appear in Revolution House but then RH shut down forever and so one of her pieces felt stood up but has since gotten over it and
is doing pretty all right now, and some of her other work has appeared in Boston Literary Magazine. She has been a feminist since she can
remember and believes that feminism and other good isms have the power to change the world. She lives in Chicago.

